ANNOUNCEMENTS

- Midterm #2 grades have been posted.
MISCELLANEOUS PROPERTIES

- text-indent ➔ specifies the indentation to use for the first line of a block
- line-height ➔ height of a line of text
- letter-spacing ➔ space in-between letters
- word-spacing ➔ space in-between words
WIDTH AND HEIGHT PROPERTIES

- Box width ➔
  \[ \text{left + right padding, left + right border, left + right margin, content width} \]

- width property ➔ sets the content width

- Box height and width determined in the same way.

- height property ➔ sets the content height
**BLOCK/INLINE ELEMENTS**

- **Block Element**
  - Displayed as a block of content starting and ending with a new line.
  - Examples: `<p>`, `<div>`, `<h1>`, `<h6>`, `<table>`
  - Listed one after another VERTICALLY down the page.
  - They will stretch across the whole page unless constrained in some way.
  - **Block elements** generate a **principal block box**.

- **Inline Element**
  - Does not start new lines.
  - Contained within the flow of text.
  - Appear one after another in a line, HORIZONTALLY across the page.
  - **Inline elements** generate an **inline box**.

- **Example:** blockInline.html
- **display property** – Enables you to change the type of an element.
  - **Example:** changingDisplayProp.html
PROJECT

❖ Questions?